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or years, mankind has journeyed to the
many corners of the globe in an effort to
explore the unexplorable, to inhabit the
uninhabitable and take photos to post to

social media. While the aforementioned motives are
more notably dignified, taking photos to share with
the world are just as noble when the intentions suit
the purpose. Sharing experiences through
storytelling has been a common pastime for
thousands of years. Only in the very recent past have
we been able to document our adventures through
photograph and even more recently been able to
share those photographs in an instant to anyone with
access to the world wide web. Unlike the average salty
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seadog, I have been fortunate enough to partake in
the journey of a lifetime through the Arctic Circle as
deckhand on Motor Yacht Latitude, a 43 meter
Timmerman. During the previous two years, the
merry crew of Latitude completed a feat of even
greater magnitude, navigating the North-West
passage from East to West before returning West to
East. Latitude is the 9th vessel in history to navigate
the passage in both directions consecutively.
Previously, this passage has proved deadly for the
captain and crew of the Franklin expedition, who
departed England in 1845 aboard HMAS Erebus and
HMAS Terror. The bitter cold along with deadly ice
lead to the death of all 129 men.

This is the story of a Galileo graduate, who had been working as a 21-year-old milk
delivery man in Queensland, who came to Galileo Maritime Academy and completed

his superyacht deckhand / steward course along with his STCW 2010 certification over
15 days of November 2015.  A few days after graduating Galileo found him his first crew

position as deckhand on M/Y Latitude, and his horizons in life were changed forever.

By Benjamin O’Leary M/Y Latitude Deckhand
Galileo Maritime Academy Graduate (2015)
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Walrus colony swimming.
Left to right: Cliff Tweden
(Latitude Chief Engineer),

Justine Poulin (Latitude
Stewardess), Einar

Eliassen (Jason Roberts
Productions guide),

Aparna Thadani (Anil’s
daughter), Kaitlin Seyster

(Latitude Stewardess).

Einar Eliassen (Jason Roberts Productions guide).

Mother and calf walrus swimming. Polar bear.

I met M/Y Latitude in London on January 5th,
2016. The crew had tied up at the West India docks at
the completion of their second North-West passage
in October, 2015. Beginning in London, we slowly
made our way up the Western coast of Europe after a 3
month shipyard period in Urk, Holland. We touched
base in Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm,
Skagen, Bergen and Alesund (to name a few of the
many stops) before officially entering the Arctic
Circle and docking in Tromso. The fjords of Norway
presented so much raw beauty and wonder. I thought
I was prepared for what was to come when we left the
safety of the European mainland for Bj�rn�ya, or Bear
Island. I was not.

Now, although Bear Island along with
Spitsbergen (the largest island in the Svalbard
archipelago) both belonged to Norway, they were far
from the famous fjords you’ve probably seen.
Svalbard’s largest settlement, Longyearbyen, sits at a
latitude of 78.2232 degrees North which places it
about 800 miles south of the North Pole. This is where
we based ourselves before circumnavigating the
island, on the hunt for a glimpse of the elusive polar
bear. During the trip we saw 14 distinctly different
bears, and shot all of them (with a Canon). We were
graced by the presence of playful Arctic foxes, the
majestic reindeer, plentiful bird life, snow white
beluga whales, massive humpbacks and gargantuan
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fin-back whales as well as the deceptively dangerous
walrus. Luck happened to be on our side and we were
treated to a few large scattered colonies of walrus and
their calves sunbaking on the ice flows. They would
glance casually at glaciers carving chunks of ice the
size of a house behind them before resting their heads
and impressively long canines. During a particularly
spectacular 1:00 AM tender ride to photograph the
walrus mothers and calves, we playfully dubbed them
“Vampire Slugs”.

Now, you’ve probably heard Sir David
Attenborough mention something about the peculiar
nature of the sun and moon cycles at the polar ends of
the earth. If not, you may be surprised to hear that for 6
months of the year the Arctic and Antarctic
experience a refreshing 24 hours sunlight per day
before a less refreshing semi-annual darkness that
envelops anything and everything. This is because of
the way our lovely planet rotates relative to the sun
and moon, never allowing the gaseous star Sun or
crater-filled asteroid Moon to dip below the horizon
on either end. Our voyage was undertaken during the
6 months of sunlight, of course, and this meant that
we could take advantage of the beautiful
surroundings and photograph and any time of day.
The midnight sun was particularly good to shoot in, so
we did a few trips during the wee hours of the morning.
Adjusting to the ever present sun wasn’t as difficult as

I’d thought, but my first sunset on our way to Iceland
was very surreal. The locals of Svalbard all come
together to celebrate for days when the sun returns
after their half year of chilling darkness. I asked our
guide, Einar Eliassen, what the locals did when the
sun went away to mark the beginning of the darkness.

“We don’t really do anything. It’s rather
uneventful. I just go to sleep”. Riveting stuff.

Einar was with us from our first arrival in
Longyearbyen. An experienced guide, he had lived in
Svalbard for over 10 years. We saw countless glaciers
and hidden treasures because of his valuable local
knowledge. He currently works for Jason Roberts
Productions, a film company based in Longyearbyen
responsible for some of the world’s best polar
documentaries. Einar taught us the value of
conservation, detailing how he’s watched glaciers
come and go, polar bears live and die and expressed
his disappointment at all of the debris that washes
ashore from across the way. On the note of polar bears
life and death, it was upsetting to see the freshly
deceased bodies of bears that hadn’t survived the long
winter. All in all, we saw 3 bears that had starved to
death. The extremely cold temperatures slowed the
decomposition of tissue so much that a bear that had
died months earlier still looked more or less exactly as
a polar bear would. We were on a glacier hike with
guests when we found a near perfect lifeless bear. I

Left to right: Hayley Smith (Latitude Chief Stewardess), Taryn White (Previous Latitude Stewardess), Curtis Martin (Previous
Latitude Deckhand), Amanda Simmons (Latitude Stewardess), Scary Polar Bear, James Clarke (Latitude Bosun).
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stood at the head, inspecting this magnificent creature.
It was a very surreal moment. 12 months previous I had
been delivering milk in North Queensland, Australia,
and now I stood on an Arctic glacier, at the head of an
apex predator that had succumbed to the elements
when it was too weak to continue. The stark contrast of
abundant life all the way along our journey to this
frozen desert was immense and led to an intensely
emotional moment.

That moment was cut short, unfortunately,
when we were surprised by a visit from a very alive lady-
bear. We were assured we were safe at a distance of a
few hundred metres, while we discussed what are
options were in avoiding this hungry, hungry bear. She
watched us from a distance, probably calculating her
own options. She could run after us, and probably catch
someone for a snack, but she would expend a lot of
energy and it wasn’t a guaranteed meal. It seems polar
bears would prefer to walk at a leisurely pace and only
sprint to catch something very close by. She had cut us
off from returning to where we could be reached by our
tender, which was waiting just off shore (for safety we
didn’t leave it ashore while there was a high chance of
bear activity). So the only option was to continue on to
our agreed pick-up point on the opposite side of the
glacier. We continued a little gingerly, watching over
our shoulders the whole time. The situation adhered to
the most important of life’s rules, “If anything can go
wrong, it will”. So what is the only thing worse than

being stalked by one polar bear? Being stalked by two
polar bears. A significantly larger bear, probably male. A
terrifying thought crossed my mind. What if one bear
felt threatened and acted rashly, chasing us down? My
fears were doused almost instantly when the bears
calmly circled each other for a few minutes before one
laid down and the other walked back the way it came. It
was a very anticlimactic but comforting end to the hike.

Glaciers ebb and flow all over the Svalbard
archipelago like moss on a rock. They carve deliberate
gashes through stubborn mountains, creating the
foundations of stunning fjords for mankind to marvel
and animals to frolic. The Svalbard archipelago is by far
one of the most beautiful places on earth, if not for the
stunning mountain ranges, glaciers and ice, then for the
myriad of life that has made the Arctic their home. We
hiked glaciers, rode jet skis and wakeboarded through
fjords and amongst the brush ice of icebergs, saw
countless unforgettable animals, made lifelong
friendships and left footprints on some of the most
remote land on earth. Along with all these
achievements, Latitude became the first yacht to reach
a latitude of 81 degrees 25.149 North. A truly incredible
experience that was made possible by the generous
owner of Latitude Anil Thadani, the wonderful family,
our crew captained by Sean P. Meagher and everyone
from Jason Roberts Productions. But without the skills
learned at Galileo Maritime Academy I never would
have been part of this adventure.  

Left to Right Front Row: Justine Poulin (Latitude Stewardess), Amanda Simmons (Latitude Stewardess), Aparna Thadani (Anil’s
daughter), Tara Thadani (Anil’s daughter), Kaitlin Seyster (Latitude Stewardess).

Left to Right Back Row: Shelton DuPreez (Latitude First Mate), Markus Gary (Latitude Chef), Cliff Tweden (Latitude Chief Engineer), James
Clarke (Latitude Bosun), Anil Thadani (Latitude Owner), Coni Thadani (Anil’s Wife), Lapo Vetori (Anil’s Son-in-law), Benjamin O’Leary
(Latitude Deckhand), Robbert Borsboom (Latitude 2nd Engineer).


